Community Solutions

Knoll brings a clear client focus to our engagements; an emphasis in not only understanding your particular issues and objectives, but the research, tools and relationships to translate this understanding into a unique furniture solution that complements your space and organizational culture. Partnering with Knoll will give U.S. Communities agencies access to the following:

- **Original Research regarding your industry or emerging trends in the modern workforce** such as “Five Trends that Are Dramatically Changing Work and the Workplace”, “Research Case Study: Design for Learning Spaces in Higher Education”. Available at www.knoll.com/research

- **A Leader in Environmental Initiatives / Reporting**: Knoll remains committed to the original “benchmark” certifications: LEED®, FSC®, GREENGUARD, and SMaRT®. In addition, Knoll was the first company to have a system product certified at BIFMA Level ™ 3 (the highest possible certification). Knoll will provide environmental analysis of our products for your LEED A.P.

- **Full Circle Resource Recovery Program**: Extends the life cycle of surplus furniture, fixtures and equipment

- **Change Management Readiness Surveys**: Surveys that ascertain the drivers of change management and can be used to assess an employee population’s readiness

Core Competencies

Knoll offers a comprehensive and expanding portfolio of research based high quality contract furniture, seating, technology support products, accessories, textiles and leathers across five product categories:

- Seating, including ergonomic work chairs, multipurpose chairs, lounge, café, outdoor and side/visitor seating. KnollTextiles and Spinneybeck Leather are standard textile offerings
- Open plan furniture, including office systems, which is typically modular and includes functionally integrated panels, worksurfaces/tables, desk components, storage, classroom application, power and data systems and lighting
- Furniture for private offices, including desks, casework, storage and tables
- Files and storage
- Specialty products, including ergonomic accessories, monitor arms, and lighting